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Abstract
This paper deals with control applications designed us-
ing the component-based standard IEC 61499. In this
standard, a function block is an event triggered component
and an application is a function blocks network. Suppos-
ing end to end delays on applications behavior, the hard
temporal validation of FBs networks may be not feasi-
ble. We propose to weaken these delays by tolerance con-
straints deduced from specifications. Exploiting the (m, k)
model to specify these constraints, we propose a schedu-
lability analysis generating an off-line scheduling to use
by a sequencer at run-time.
1 Introduction
The development of safety control applications is often
a complex activity. Indeed, such applications have to
be certified with regard to several functional and extra-
functional properties. One of the most important property
deals with Real Time behavior.
Several component based approaches have been pro-
posed to develop such applications [12]. The IEC 61499
standard [1] is a component-based methodology allowing
to design control applications as well as the execution sup-
port [8]. In the standard, the Function Block is defined as
a reusable and event triggered component [6]. It is a func-
tional unit of software owning data. A control application
is designed as a "function blocks network" [5, 11].
In [3], we introduced end to end delays deduced from
the application specification. Each delay represents the
maximum duration between the receive of an external ap-
plication event and the corresponding output event. Sup-
posing an IEC 61499 application as a hard real time sys-
tem [14], we proposed a schedulability analysis to validate
its temporal behavior. To perform such analysis, we pro-
posed a transformation approach of such application into
a particular tasks system with precedence constraints. If
all delays are verified, we generate an off-line scheduling
to apply by a sequencer at run time.
In some cases, when the application is not schedulable,
its execution is possible in a debased mode. For exam-
ple, in a closed control loop, it can be possible to dis-
card some sensors readings. In a FBs application, such
degradation corresponds to discard some input event oc-
currences. Therefore, we propose to define an IEC 61499
application as a weakly hard real time system [9] by defin-
ing tolerant constraints on its behavior.
We classically specify a weakly hard real time system
thanks to the(m, k) model [10]. A tasks system is under
a constraint(m, k) such asm < k, if at leastm amongk
consecutive instances of each task meet their deadlines.
In this paper, we define(m, k) constraints on each end
to end delay. We propose a tolerant schedulability analysis
of an IEC 61499 control application. This analysis ver-
ifies these delays according to their(m, k) constraints.
If the application is schedulable, we generate an off-line
scheduling containing only instances of tasks that meet
their deadlines.
In the next section, we present the IEC 61499 standard.
In the section 3, we present a temporal characterization
of an IEC 61499 application [3]. Then we present in the
section 4 the tolerant schedulability analysis.
2 The IEC 61499 standard
We present the main concepts of the IEC 61499 Function
Blocks standard [1]. This standard is an extension of the
IEC 61131.3 [2] for the Programmable Logic Controllers.
We can divide its description into two parts: the architec-
ture description and the block behavior through the events
selection mechanism.
2.1 Architecture description
An application function block (FB) (figure1) is a func-
ti nal unit of software that supports some functionalities
of an application. It is composed by an interface and an
implementation. The interface contains data/event inputs
and outputs supporting the interaction with the environ-
ment. Events are responsible for the activation of the func-
tion block while data contain valued information.
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Figure 1: An IEC 61499 Function Block
The implementation consists of a body and a head. The
body is composed of internal data and algorithms imple-
menting the block functionalities. Each algorithm gets
values in the input data channels and produces values in
the output data ones. They are programmed in structured
text (ST) language [2].
The block head is connected to event flows. It selects
the sequence of algorithms to execute with regard to an
input event occurrence. The selection mechanism of an
event occurence is encoded in a state machine called the
Execution Control Chart (ECC). At the end of the algo-
rithms execution, the ECC sends the corresponding output
event occurrences.
In the standard, a function blocks network defines the
functional architecture of a control application. Each
function block event input (resp. output) is linked to an
event output (resp. input) by a channel. Otherwise, it cor-
responds to a global application input (resp. output). Data
inputs and outputs follow the same rules.
Running Example. For all the continuation, we con-
sider the following running example (Figure 2) of a con-
trol application composed by four FBs.
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Figure 2: A control application
2.2 Events selection mechanism
In a function block, the ECC is said idle if there is no algo-
rithm to execute. Otherwise, the ECC is busy. According
to the standard [1], the FB contains an internal buffer to
store input occurrences. The ECC behavior is divided into
three steps:
• First, it selects one input event occurrence according
to priority rules.
• It activates the algorithms sequence corresponding to
the selected event. Then, it waits for the scheduler to
execute this sequence.
• When the execution ends, it emits corresponding out-
put event occurrences.
We note that an algorithms sequence is atomic and the
scheduling policy is non preemptive. On the other hand,
the policy of events priorities is not specified in the stan-
dard. Therefore, it is up to the designer to fix such policy
for each funtion block. Note that the ECC is specified as a
state machine where each trace is composed by a waiting
of an input event, invocations of algorithms and sending
of output events.
Running example.We present the ECC behavior of the
function blockFB1 (Figure 3). The selection mechanism
is performed thanks to a state variable′priority′.
When theECC selects anie1 occurence, it asks
(!ex_fb) the processor to perform the corresponding al-
gorithms sequence. When the scheduler signals the exe-
cution end(?end_ex), theECC sendsoe1 to FB4 or si-
multaneouslyoe2 andoe3 to respectivelyFB3 andFB2.
Sending of these output events depends onFB1 state vari-
ables. In the same way, when theECC selects anie5 oc-
curence, it waits the processor to execute the correspond-
ing algorithms sequence. When it is finished, it sendsoe7
to FB3 or oe8 to FB2.
3 Temporal characterization of an
IEC 61499 control application
In [3], we proposed a schedulability analysis to validate
the temporal behavior of a hard IEC 61499 application.
To perform such analysis, we proposed a transformation
approach of such application into a particular tasks sys-
tem with precedence constraints. This transformation lets
to process tasks deadlines according to end to end delays
described in specifications.
3.1 Transformation into a task model
We define an application taskT as a FB execution acti-
vated by an input event occurenceie. This task is charac-
terized by:
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Figure 3: The ECC behavior ofFB1
• WCET (T ): the worst case execution time of the al-
gorithms sequence corresponding toie.
• pred(T ): the task that must be executed in the appli-
cation before theT execution.
• succ(T ): a set of tasks sets. All the elements of a
set correspond to tasks to execute once the execution
of T is finished. Note that each set corresponds to
a possible execution scenario (ie. only one tasks set
between all ones ofsucc(T ) is performed).
We denote byT ji the j-th instance of the taskTi. We de-
fine first (resplast) the set of tasks that they have not a
predecessor (resp successors).
Supposing process control application in closed loop,
we define an arrival law for each input event. Such con-
trol is based on periodic readings from sensors to compute
commands for actuators. Therefore, each taskT belong-
ing to first is activated periodically. We characterize such
task by a release timer, a periodp, a jitterj (the maximum
deviation of the period) and a deadlined.
Running example. In the example, the application
contains seven tasks {T1, T2, T3, T4, T5, T6, T7}.
We note that, succ(T1) = {{ T2, T3}, {T4}}, succ(T5) =
{{T6}, {T7}}.
To specify the causality between tasks, we define a trace
tr as a tasks sequence,
tr = T0, T1, ...., Tn−1
such as,
• ∀Ti ∈]1, n− 1], Ti−1 = pred(Ti).
• T0 ∈ first.
• Tn−1 ∈ last.
In this paper, we classically focus on non reentry traces [4]
: the execution of thek− th instance of a trace cannot oc-
curs before the execution end of the(k− 1)− th instance.
Otherwise, the system is not feasible.
Running example. In the example, we distinguish five
tracestr1 = T1, T2; tr2 = T1, T3; tr3 = T1, T4; tr4 =
T5, T6; andtr5 = T5, T7.These traces specify all the pos-
sible application behaviors.
Finally, we define an operationopi as the set of traces
having the same first taskTi. We characterize an operation
opi by the following tasks set,
opi = {Tm/Ti ∈ first ∧ Tm ∈ succ
∗(Ti)}
Running example. In the example, we distinguish two
operationsop1 = {tr1, tr2, tr3} andop5 = {tr4, tr5}.
3.2 End to end delays
Let tr be a tasks trace of a control application. We classi-
cally definedelay(tr) as the end to end delay of the trace
tr.
We defined the deadline of a taskT ∈ tr. d has to
take into account the time for executing all the successors
belonging toT.succ before their respective deadlines.
If T ∈ last, then
d = delay(tr)
Otherwise,
d = mins∈T.succ{minTi∈s{di−
∑dj≤di
Tj∈s
WCET (Tj)}}
4 Tolerant schedulability analysis
According to the previous transformation, an operation
opi defines all the possible behaviors whenTi is acti-
vated. These behaviors are not foreseable off-line. More-
over, each execution ofpi must respect the corresponding
traces delays. Therefore, we propose to define the toler-
ance on the operations.
Let define(mi, ki) the tolerance constraint for the oper-
ationopi. We define that an operation occurrence meets its
deadlines if all its possible traces meet their delays. The
application is feasible if at leastmi amongki (mi < ki)
consecutives instances ofpi meet all their deadlines.
We propose a schedulability analysis taking advantage
of such tolerances. This analysis is based on the construc-
tion of an accessibility graph in a hyper-periodH [13].
The accessibility graph models all the possible trajecto-
ries of the application scheduling. Each trajectory repre-
sents a scheduling of application traces. A state of a trajec-
tory contains a selected task instance to execute among all
active ones. We apply theEDF policy to perform such
selection. In particular, if an active instanceT ji ∈ op
j
h
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misses its deadline, then we evaluate in theoph history the
maximum number of ocurrences missing their deadlines.
If the tolerance constraint (mh,kh) remains not violated,
then we perform a back track in the graph to remove the
occurrenceopjh.
4.1 Evaluating the Hyper Period
Let lcm be the least common multiple of the tasks pe-
riods in first. LetTmax = {rmax, pmax, jmax, dmax}
andTmin = {rmin, pmin, jmin, dmin}be two tasks of first
such as,
∀Ti ∈ first, rmin + jmin ≤ ri + ji ≤ rmax + jmax
We can exploit the result on the hyper period proposed
for the schedulability analysis of asynchronous systems
[7]. According to this result, the analysis is done in
[rmin + jmin; rmax + jmax + 2.lcm]..
Let G be the accessibility graph to construct. We define
a tasks stateC of G as follows.
C = {S, T nm, t}
where,
• S: a set of tasks instances to execute.
• T nm: the selected instance between all active ones of
S according to theEDF policy.
• t: the start time of theT nmexecution.
4.2 Accessibility graph construction
We construct the accessibility graph as follows. We apply
for each stateC = {S, T nm, t} having no successor the
following rules,
• Rule 0 : stop condition.
If t > rmax + jmax + 2.lcm, Then we stop the current
trajectory construction.
• Rule 1 : Constraints verification.
If there exists an instanceT ji ∈ S (T
j
i ∈ op
j
h) missing its
deadline, then the instanceopjh is failed. In this case, we
evaluate how many number of failed instances among the
lastk ones ofoph. Two cases occur,
If such number exceedsmh, then the constraint
(mh, kh) of oph is violated.
Else, we cut all the graph states containing tasks
instances ofopjh.
• Rule 2 : Construction of new states.
We construct a following state for each set ofsucc(T nm)
(belonging toopnq ). In particular, if Tm belongs to the
last, then we start a new instanceopn+1q of the operation
opq.
4.3 Formalization
In this part, we formalize the tolerant schedulability analy-
sis of an IEC 61499 application.
Definition. We propose the following functions used
later to perform the analysis. LetC = {S, T nm, t} be a
tasks state of G.
• follow(C): defines the tasks state following C in the
same trajectory.
follow(C) = C′
where
C′ = {S′, T pq , t
′}/∃T hk ∈ S
′, pred(Tk) = Tm
• loose(opni ):defines the set of failed instances ofop
n
i
among theki last ones.
loose(opni )
=
{l ∈ [max{0, n− ki}, n]/∃T
l
p ∈ op
l
i, t + WCET (Tp) >
d(Tp)}
The algorithm applying the analysis is applied recur-
sively as follows. The step 0 lets to construct the first tasks
state of the graph. The step1 is applied recursively for the
graph states without successors.
Step 0 : We denote byC0 the first tasks state ofG,
C0 = {S0, T
0
min, rmin + jmin}
The set of instancesS0 of C0 is as follows,
S0 = {T
0
j /Tj ∈ first}
Step 1. Let C = {S, , t} ∈ G/¬follow(C) be a state
of G having no successor. We distinguish four cases,
• If t > rmax + jmax +2.lcm then we stop the current
trajectory construction (Rule 0).
• There exists a task instanceT nj of S that cannot meet
its deadline. Let denote byopni the instance contain-
ing T nj .
∃T nj ∈ S/C.t + WCET (Tj) > d(Tj)
If card(loose(opni )) ≥ (ki −mi)
Then the(mi, ki) constraint is violated
Otherwise, we remove the instanceopni from
the graph G. Let denote byCj =
{Sj, T
n
i , tj} ∈ G.
G = G \ follow∗(Cj)
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Sj = Sj \ {T
n
i } ∪ {T
n+1
i }
• Let T qp (Tp ∈ oph) be the selected instance inS (ac-
cording toEDF policy).
If Tp does not belong to the setlast (Tp /∈ last),
Then we construct new tasks states following the cur-
rent state C as follows.
Let suppose thatsucc(Tp) = {ts0, ...., tsk−1}
G = G ∪ {Ci, i ∈ [0, k − 1]/Ci = {Si, Ti, ti}}
Where,
** Si = S \ {T qp } ∪ ts
q
i
** ti = t + WCET (Tp)
If Tp belongs to the setlast (Tp ∈ last),
Then we start the instanceopq+1h .
G = G ∪ {Ci/Ci = {Si, Ti, ti}}
Where,
** Si = S \ {T qp } ∪ {T
q+1
h }
** ti = t + WCET (Tp)
We propose the following algorithm performing the toler-
ant analysis. This algorithm is based on the recursive func-
tion generate(). For sake of conciseness, we don’t display
the following functions used in the algorithm,
* Source (T nm ): defines for an instanceT
n
m of an oper-
ation instanceopnh the classCk = {Sk, T
n
h , tk}.
* Free(C): deletes all the tasks classes constructed from
the class C.
Let n be the number of operations to schedule. Letpi
be the traces number of the operationopi (i ∈ [0, n− 1]).
Let qi be the tasks number of the longestopi trace. The
complexity of the algorithm is with the order ofO(α.β.Φ)
whereα = Πj=0..n−1pj is the trajectories number in the
accessibility graph,β = Σn−1j=0 qj is the longest trajectory
andΦ = Σn−1j=0 (kj −mj) the maximum number of back
tracks during the analysis.
Finally, the algorithm analyzes the schedulability by
analyzing all the possible cases of the graph construction.
If it deduces that the application is not schedulable then
no other method can deduce the reverse. We deduce the
following proposition.
Proposition. The tolerant schedulability analysis of an
IEC 61499 control application is optimal.
Running the example. We apply the proposed algo-
rithm to analyse the schedulability of fbn . We propose the
following temporal characteristics ofT1 andT5 .
Algorithm 1 Schedulability analysis
Bool generate(C : tasks_state, first : tasks_list, oper :
operation_list, time : integer, L : instances_list)
Begin
T1 : task; op : operation;L1 : tasks_list;C1 : tasks_state;
if (C.t≥ time) //time = 2.lcm +rmax + jmax
then return(true);
for each taskT1 ∈ C.S
if deadline_violated(T1)
then op← get_operation(T1, oper);
if (m_k_violated(op))
then L1←NULL; return false;
elseadd_instance(T1 , L);
if (L 6= NULL) then return false;
C.T← apply_EDF(C.S);
while(ts∈ C.T→ succ)
create(C1); C1.S←C.S\{C.T}∪ ts ;
C1.t← C.t + T2.WCET ; L1 ← NULL;
if (not generate(C1 , first, operations, time,L1))
then L←L∪ L1;
for eachTk in L and source(Tk)=C
;
if (Tk)
then T1← root_op(Tk , C.S);
// T1 = root(op); op = op(Tk);
T1.r←T1.r+T1.p ; free( C ); L←L \ { T1};
return(generate(C, first, operations, time,L));
elsereturn false;
return true;
End.
* r1 =1, p1 =30, j1 =0.
* r5 =2, p5 =60, j5 =0.
We suppose the following (m, k) constraints forop1 and
op5 : (m1, k1) = (1, 2) and(m5, k5) = (1, 1).
We suppose the following end to end delays and worst
case execution times,
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Therefore, the deadlines of the first tasks are as follows,
d1 = 15 andd5 = 18.
By constructing the accsessibility graph in the hyper
period [1,122] , the algorithm verifies all the application
delays according to (m, k) constraints. The operation in-
stanceop01 cannot respect all its delays. Indeed, the in-
stanceop05 has priority according to the EDF policy.
Considering the constraint(m1, k1) is not violated by
the loose ofop01, we continue then the analysis by treating
T 05 . We present a part of such graph (figure 4).
Finally, we conclude that all end to end delays are ver-
ified according to their (m, k) constraints. Indeed, we can
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Figure 4: The accessibility graph
treat in the hyper period an instance ofp1 among two
consecutive ones and we can also treat each instance of
op5. The application is feasible and we generate an off-
line scheduling from the accessibility graph as proposed in
[3]. This scheduling contains only tasks respecting their
deadlines.
5 Conclusion
This paper proposes a contribution to develop an IEC
61499 control application. This contribution allows a con-
trolled degradation of its behavior.
Supposing the application as a weakly hard real time
system, we weaken its end to end delays thanks to the
(m, k) model. We propose a tolerant schedulability analy-
sis to verify such delays according to their (m, k) con-
straints. This analysis deducing by construction the appli-
cation feasibility is optimal. If the application is schedula-
ble, we generate an off-line scheduling containing all tasks
meeting their deadlines.
We are currently working to find heuristics reducing the
number of states in the accessibility graph in the order
to reduce the combinatory explosion. Moreover, we are
working to propose an on-line algorithm performing a non
idling scheduling of such application.
On the other hand, we plan to propose hard and toler-
ant schedulability analyses of an IEC 61499 application
distributed on several devices. Such extension imposes to
take into account the communication interface inside each
device and the network delays.
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